Crime.Com: Post-modern Criminal
Behavior
A talk by Prof. Hal Berghel
This talk begins with an overview of the role of crime in general, and digital
crime in particular, in the shadow economies of the world. It illustrates this
via a sequence of specific criminal activities that have been studied by the
author. This talk will explain the latest digital crime scene in terms of
sources, modus operandi, and the digital techniques involved. Examples will
be drawn from actual case files and published media reports, and the
techniques will be explained and in some cases actually demonstrated.
Exploits include: bank card skimming, ATM hacking, digital gas pump
hijacking, phishing scams, bank card brokering and internet dumpsites, hotel
room invasions, physical counterfeiting (e.g., Superdollar), digital
counterfeiting and some brute-force techniques as well.
About the Speaker
Hal Berghel is currently Professor and Director of the School of Informatics at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas where he has previously served as
Director of the School of Computer Science and Associate Dean of the
College of Engineering. He is also the founding Director of both the Center
for CyberSecurity Research, and the Identity Theft and Financial Fraud
Research and Operations Center. For the past decade he has applied his work
in digital security to law enforcement, particularly with respect to digital
crime, cyberterrorism, and information warfare.

When:

Thursday, January 20th, 5-6 pm

Where:

TL 118, Science and Technology Building,
Penn State Harrisburg

Parking Information and Directions to Room TL 118
On the day of the talk, Penn State Police Services will not ticket in the Library
parking lot (Lot P2) in the map below from 4:00 – 7:00 pm. Please park in
this lot.
The talk will be held in room 118 in the Science and Technology Building
(labeled with a red H on the map).

